NARRATIVE: This is a dependent retracement survey to monument and define national forest boundaries in Section 21, T31N, R26E, as shown. This portion of the township was originally surveyed by William Coell in 1883, under contract #123. Beginning in 1914, an extensive dependent survey and completion survey were performed by the Bureau of Land Management, which was completed in 1926 and approved in 1928. In addition to the marks shown, all BLM markers are also stamped 'U.S. Department of the Interior, National Forest Service, 1928.' The survey was performed by the Bureau of Land Management. All new corners and access points are marked as shown. All bearing trees were measured to side-center. New bearing trees have a gold pin driven into the base at side-center, affixed with a 1/4" aluminum washer. MARKED "W. WAYNE COOK" on all. All bearing trees have a "C." red paint band. Forest service and BLM "BEARING TREE TAGS" and "ATTENTION" or "LAND SURVEY MONUMENT" TAGS.

LEGEND

- Found 24" galvanized iron pipe with 3" brass cap (BLM RP)
- Set 24" x 36" aluminum pipe with 3" aluminum cap (RP)
- 6' steel fence post with forest service tags and 34" at road crossing
- Basis of Meridian as per BLM Resurvey approved March 17, 1983
- Recorded G.O. bearing and distance as per BLM Resurvey approved March 17, 1983
- Heavy line denotes national forest boundary, marked with 6' fence posts and forest service tags (RP)
- Bender scribbling on new bearing trees
- Marked new bearing tree
- Existing fence lines
- W/Mark with mound of rock
- S/P - 6' steel fence post
- P/P - Ponderosa pine
- I/G - In ground
- C - Chains
- BLM RP - See above
- RP - See above

SURVEY FOR U.S.D.A. - FOREST SERVICE

SECTION 21, T31N, R26E, W3
LAKE COUNTY, OREGON

I CERTIFY THAT THIS SURVEY WAS PERFORMED AT THE REQUEST OF THE FREMONT NATIONAL FOREST SUPERINTENDENT.

John E. Thompson
Forest Supervisor
12/7/87
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